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WELCOME
—
I would like to wish you a very warm welcome
to the third stage of our public consultation
on the AELTC Wimbledon Park Project, and
would like to thank you for your attention and
engagement. We have hugely appreciated
all of the feedback and support that we have
received to date.
As you will have heard throughout this process,
we have been guided in the development of
these proposals by our two primary objectives,
both to maintain The Championships at
the pinnacle of the sport, and maintain the
important role that it plays in the local economy, and its national significance as
the pride of Wimbledon and Britain, and, in equal measure, our excitement and
determination to provide significant community benefit, on which your feedback
has been invaluable.
Both these objectives come together through our proposals to create a beautiful
landscape, restoring the vision of Capability Brown in the shape of an enhanced
Championships grounds and a new park with free public access, and thereby
creating a lasting legacy for Merton and Wandsworth, for London, and the UK.
This is an exceptionally rare and exciting opportunity. We hope you will share in,
and support, this exciting chapter in our future.

Ian Hewitt
AELTC Chairman

I would like to echo Ian's thanks for your
support to date during this process. I hope you
will agree that our final proposals are the result
of diligent and careful understanding of this
unique and special landscape, and our role in
its future. With the assistance of our project
team, comprised of world class masterplanners,
landscape architects and engineers, we
have undertaken extensive research into the
landscape's history, radar surveyed tree roots,
collected genetic tree material, and measured
silt in the lake.
We have taken this knowledge and understanding forwards into our proposals
in order to fulfill our objectives to deliver both the greatest tennis event in the
world for all our stakeholders, and to give back to our community, and your
views have been crucial in helping us adjust elements where we can. Where we
cannot, it is because the proposed elements are fundamental to our future.
This consultation outlines our final plans in detail, and also provides responses
to the main themes of your comments, dwelling most particularly on what we
aim to provide in terms of community benefit through the unveiling of a new
park with free public access; our approach to tree management and managing
disruption, our calculations on the number of courts, and also our ongoing
dialogue with Merton and the Wimbledon Club on their landholdings within
Wimbledon Park.

Project Team
AELTG PLC
Client

Allies and Morrison
Architecture and
Masterplanning

Buro Happold
Multi-disciplinary
Engineering

LUC
Landscape Design,
Ecology, Environmental
Assessment, Landscape
Management,
Arboriculture

Rolfe Judd Planning
Planning Consultant

Thank you again for your attention, feedback and support.

Sally Bolton OBE
AELTC Chief Executive

CONSULTATION
TIMELINE

Second Consultation
April

First Consultation
March
Your Feedback

Planning Submission
July

THIRD CONSULTATION
JUNE
Your Feedback

Your Feedback
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PUBLIC BENEFITS
The AELTC and The Championships

Heritage and Landscape

The AELTC and The Championships are of national and
international importance. Not only does the annual event
generate a TV audience of 1.2 billion people, it also attracts a
substantial number of visitors to the grounds throughout the
tournament and the remainder of the year.

Collectively the proposed improvements will offset any shortterm harm arising from the development and will also form
part of the very special circumstances. The heritage focused
landscape improvements will form part of the detailed planning
application proposals.

- Become the ﬁrst renovation of a Capability Brown landscape
within Greater London;

These significant improvements will be fully realised in the medium
and long-term and will offset the short-term impact resulting from
the remodelling of the landscape and the associated construction
works.

- Become the only publicly accessible Capability Brown
landscape within London;

Environmental and Sustainability

- Provide a restored historic landscape complete with best
practice management and maintenance and long-term
stewardship;

The AELTC WPP project incorporates ambitious sustainability
and climate change objectives for both the AELTC and The
Championships including achieving net zero carbon by 2030.

The AELTC and The Championships already generates significant
and quantifiable socioeconomic benefit to both Merton and
Wandsworth, London, and the UK as a whole. The AELTC is one
of the largest employers in this part of London with c.10,000
people employed during The Championships.

The AELTC Wimbledon Park Project will:

The relocation of the qualifying tournament to the main AELTC
grounds and its expansion to include the AELTC Wimbledon
Park Project site (including the provision of a new ‘show
court’) will enable the AELTC to consolidate and enhance The
Championships experience for all guests ensuring it maintains
its position as the preeminent tennis tournament and one of the
best-known sporting events in the World. Collectively this will
enhance the status of The Championships, improve access to
sport and deliver improved socioeconomic benefits to the local
area and London.

New Park for London
The AELTC Wimbledon Park Project (WPP) will provide
permissive public access to 9.4ha (larger than Wandsworth Park)
of the southern parkland between Church Road, Home Park Road
and Wimbledon Park, representing one of the largest areas of
private land in London to be opened to public access. In addition,
it will provide access around the Wimbledon Park Lake via a
series of paths and boardwalks.
The southern parkland, previously part of the private golf course,
will be managed by the AELTC and be available for public
access year-round, other than during The Championships period,
with hours of opening to match that of Wimbledon Park. It will
increase access and provide direct links into the parkland from
Church Road and Home Park Road, significantly improving direct
access to open, recreational space.

through the retention/protection of veteran trees and significant
new planting. The proposals will also target net improvement to
biodiversity through enhancement works to the WPP site, the
Lake and potentially within Wimbledon Park. The proposals will
also include a detailed management strategy for the ongoing
stewardship of the land and its environmental assets.

- Remove the golf course infrastructure and conserve the
18th Century features including the restoration of the lake’s
historic outline, daylighting culverted water courses, revealing
obscured views, conserving veteran trees and preserving their
genetic material through a tree propagation programme.

Wimbledon Park Lake
Desilting the lake represents a significant scheme benefit which
will give rise to a number of public benefits and secure the longterm historical, ecological and recreational value of the Lake. We
are working with Merton to review de-silting options and are also
willing to contribute to the cost.

Landscape and Ecology
The AELTC WPP site is a Site of Nature Conservation Interest and
includes a large number of trees (and other vegetation) which
provide important habitats and biodiversity. The long-term use of
the site as a golf course has weakened these elements. The WPP
development offers the opportunity to repair sections of the
landscape and significantly enhance ecology/biodiversity value.
The improvements to the Lake will also support this benefit.
Overall, we will double the number of trees on the golf course

Church Road
The proposals will improve the appearance and safety of Church
Road year-round with improved pavements and traffic calming.
During the Championships it will:
- Link safely the two halves of the event.
- Reduce crowding and increase the standoff distance on each
side of the Grounds effectively away from the main gates at
peak times.
- Restrict vehicle access to these crowded areas during The
Championships.
- Creating a safer environment which mitigates threats within
crowded spaces and is in support of prevailing guidance.
- Bring some relief to local residential streets by diverting nonessential traffic away from the area
The temporary closure of Church Road will be secured via a Traffic
Management Order (TMO), but the proposed approach to the road
will form part of the planning application with any re-design works
subject to a S.278 Agreement.
The forthcoming planning application will set out the full details of
all the above development proposals which would be delivered as
part of the development works to the AELTC WPP site.
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KEY RESPONSES
Thank you for your participation and responses thus far in our
consultation process. A few key themes have arisen from your feedback
and whilst we hope the following information will answer those queries,
we wanted to be sure to highlight and answer the primary concerns
from your feedback first.

Church Road

Disruption

A Master Plan for the whole park

We fully recognise that many local residents are concerned about the

There is a positive working relationship between the three landowners

disruption this project will create, in particular through construction

(London Boroughs of Merton and Wandsworth, TWC and AELTC) and we

traffic. We will take every efforts to reduce disruption as much as

are in ongoing discussions on issues that impact all three areas of land.

possible.

The purpose of this consultation, and the previous two, is to gather

As any constructed grass court needs to mature for 18-24 months

feedback and comments from local residents as an essential part of

Church Road is an important local link between Wandsworth

before it can be used for professional play, the first construction phase

the planning application submission process. For this process, very

and Wimbledon, mainly used by local traffic and it is not a main TfL

under these proposals will be the grass courts. This involves removing

clear boundaries are needed and so our planning application is for our

route.

golf course features such as bunkers, tees and greens, felling low grade

landholding only.

trees, transplanting some larger mature trees, and stripping the top
During The Championships the stretch of Church Road bordering the

soil layer, which will be re-used on site and protected from compaction

AELTC is busy with Championships traffic as well as a high number of

whilst the works are going on.

visitors, therefore difficult to use for local residents. Currently during
The Championships, the 493 bus does not stop at the two Church Road

Alongside this, we will be introducing new trees in a variety of ages to

stops at Somerset Road and Wimbledon Tennis Club & Museum.

be planted as well as establishing a woodland edge. We will also need
materials for drainage and paths, soils and concrete to build the grass

Our proposal is to close Church Road from Bathgate Road to Somerset
Road over The Championships period (two weeks until Qualifying
arrives onsite in 2028, thereafter three weeks).
The rest of the year it will operate as usual for all users. During the
closure there will be considerations for blue light traffic. The 493 bus
route services will be maintained but diverted via Parkside, Queensmere
Road and Bathgate Road, which can accommodate it.
This will greatly enhance and increase the safety of The Championships
and is a key security recommendation by the Metropolitan Police. In
conjunction with our reduction in car parking, the road closure should
improve local traffic and air quality during this peak time.

The Wimbledon Club access

and are keen to see improvements to the much loved and well-used

to existing facilities within the public park, which would be managed by

construction phases, which includes making as many standalone
components as possible offsite. This will reduce deliveries of
materials and speed up the onsite construction time, which in turn
reduces noise, dust and congestion.
- Taking careful consideration of the topography of the site in order

so far, and our own intentions, we are discussing potential enhancements
Merton Council and we hope that Merton will be able to share these with
you in due course.

Why 39 Courts?
We appreciate a large number of courts are proposed within the parkland

to optimise cut and fill. For instance , we will use as much soil as

and a detailed rationale for why these are required is included on a

possible from the land to remove golf course features, which in turn

dedicated board in this consultation. In summary, it is a combination

means less soil coming on to the site throughout the project period.

of the courts required to host the Qualifying tournament plus a small

- We are fully committing to using only the minimum number of
deliveries needed and to spread them out over the construction
special loam, made in Surrey, that is required for the grass courts

and guests.

over a three-year period to reduce the level of traffic.

proposed new building and the design approach underpinning it.

We recognise that other interest groups have their own interests in this

- Identifying measures to reduce transport impact by the different

The Championships via their existing driveway for members

court. Included in this consultation are two boards detailing the

concerns and impacts on the fellow landowners.

public areas of the park. In response to consultation feedback received

period. As an example, this means spreading the deliveries of the

There were several responses regarding the proposed parkland show

master plan for the entire registered historic park as this is a matter that

courts. Examples of our approach include:

Access to The Wimbledon Club will be maintained during

Parkland Show Court

It would not be right for this consultation process to propose a detailed

number of additional practice courts for Championships players, required
to provide them with a pinnacle player experience.

Trees
We’ve also received many responses about our trees, and have included a
board to further explain our proposals and demonstrate our commitment
to strengthen the size, quality and resilience of the tree population for
generations to come.
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
YEAR-ROUND
This bird's eye view illustrates our proposals
for the AELTC Wimbledon Park Project outside
of The Championships with key features
highlighted. Further detail on specific topics is
included on the subsequent boards.
1

2

New public access to AELTC-owned parkland
stretching from Church Road to Home Park Road
connects with the public Wimbledon Park. Access
hours similar to the public park outside of
The Championships.
New public circular lake walk

3

New sunken grounds maintenance hub

4

Reimagined parkland landscape and integration
of tennis courts

5

New public access gate

6

New parkland show court

7

AELTC black railing along Home Park Road to
match Church Road

8

Upgrades to surfacing and public realm along
Church Road

9

Extensive tree planting programme including
protection and enhancement of veteran treees

10

Reinstatement of 18th century lake tip

11

Opening up of natural brooks currently buried
below ground in culverts

12

Creation and enhancement of diverse
ecological habitats

13

Community learning hub

14

Places for nature to thrive; no public access

15

Desilting of Wimbledon Park Lake

4
11

14

6

12

9

15
14

2

13

8
5
10

11

1

3
5
14

5

7
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PROJECT OVERVIEW
THE CHAMPIONSHIPS
This bird's eye view illustrates our proposals for
the AELTC Wimbledon Park Project during The
Championships with key features highlighted.
Further detail on specific topics is included on
the subsequent boards.

5

1

6
12
9
1

Northern guest entrance on Wimbledon Park
Road consisting of temporary structures

2

Southern guest entrance on Church Road
consisting of temporary structures

3

Church Road closed to through traffic for
duration of event

4

New parkland show court

5

Retained event car park in partnership with Merton

6

Location of 'the Queue' for the duration of the
event only in partnership with Merton

7

3
4
10

7

5
8
13
11

Church Road forms the primary pedestrian
route for Championships visitors between the
parkland and the main grounds

14
2

8

Temporary seating stands around four courts at
centre of the site

9

Championships practice courts in northern parkland

10

Qualifying and Juniors Qualifying courts

11

Qualifying practice courts

12

Northern player hub

13

Southern player hub

14

Southern parkland accessible to Championships
visitors only during Championships period

3
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OPERATIONAL OVERVIEW
THE CHAMPIONSHIPS

From Southfields

This diagram outlines the operational arrangements
for The Championships.
The number of entrance points for guests will be
consolidated into two main access points - one north and
one south - both situated within the parkland providing
a unified arrival experience that also reduces queuing
times. This will in turn reduce foot traffic and queues
along Wimbledon Park Road. The northern entry will also
cater for the Queue, which is proposed to remain in its
current location, but should mean that Queuers are able
to enter the site more quickly than today.
Public car parking on site will be significantly reduced,
supported by an enhanced park and ride service and
greater support for cyclists and micro-mobility. As today,
event parking is proposed to remain near the Queue in
the public park and in the southern parkland off Home
Park Road. The proposed locations of the Queue and
event parking will be delivered in partnership with
Merton.
Taxi operations are a critical element of visitors'
access to The Championships. Pick-up and dropoff activities, currently on Church Road, can be reorganised to improve crowd safety and reduce the
impact on local traffic. Three taxi ranks are proposed
around The Championships site, two of which are offroad, redistributing the intensity of taxi operations and
minimising impact on local traffic.

All guests

The Queue

Staff
entrance
The Wimbledon
Club (TWC)

Media
entrance

Player
entrance
Member
entrance

The 493 bus will be rerouted locally to avoid the closed
section of Church Road.
Secure event boundary

The Queue

Car parking

Bus stop

Player drop off

Cycle parking

Players &
Members

Walking route

Main entrance

General
admission

Taxi rank & ride
share drop-off

Entrance

TWC access

All guests

From Wimbledon
Station

From Wimbledon
Park Station
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TENNIS COURTS

Entrance zone

We have proposed to build 39 grass tennis courts
including a new show court.

Main draw practice

Event extents
Junior
qualifying

Qualifying match
courts

Championships
match courts

Qualifying
practice

The additional courts provided for the Qualifying
tournament can also be utilised during The
Championships fortnight to increase the amount of
tennis on offer. This includes doubling the size of the
Wheelchair Tennis draw, taking it well beyond the
other Grand Slams, bringing the Junior Qualifying
event onsite, and an extended draw for the 14 and
under Championships, which will be staged for the first
time in 2022.

Junior qualifying
practice

Entrance zone

Entrance zone

Qualifying Week

Championships Week 1

Entrance zone
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Outside of the grass court season the courts will not
be used and they will not have permanent fences or
seating structures. There will be no floodlit courts
other than illumination under the proposed parkland
show court roof.

Event extents
Main draw practice

We appreciate this seems like a large number. However,
it is calculated from the number of match and practice
courts transferred onsite from Roehampton (18 and 8
respectively), plus 6 temporary practice courts which
currently take over our croquet lawns. We have also
added 6 courts for Championships main draw practice
so that each player can have a whole court on which to
practice each day, rather than half a court as currently
provided, which is definitely not befitting of our desire
to provide a pinnacle player experience.

The grass court season means that the courts will be
in use from May to late September. Outside of The
Championships they will be used for wider tennis
use: examples may be hosting organised events in
conjunction with local schools, our other community
tennis programmes, grass-roots and other events run
in collaboration with the Lawn Tennis Association.

Entrance zone

N

0

100.00m
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Main draw practice
Controlled access
Small tournaments,
events and wider tennis
use, guided tours of the
Grounds

14U
Championships
courts

Championships
match courts inc
wheelchair draw

Controlled access
AELTC main site,
guided tours of the
Grounds and the
Museum

Tennis activation
courts

Entrance zone

Championships Week 2

Year-Round

Public lake walk

Public access
AELTC
Parkland
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A NEW PARK FOR LONDON

New public park connecting
to existing Wimbledon Park
New routes and connections

We will create London's newest publicly accessible park,
opening up 9.4 hectares/23 acres of historic parkland
for local residents, visitors and the wider community
to benefit from and enjoy. This is larger than nearby
Wandsworth Park in SW15 (8.1 hectares) and will
provide:

Wimbledon Park

6

- New access to high quality green space and parkland

Wimbledon
Park

- New access to nature and space for nature to thrive

5

3

- Opportunity to enjoy a restored Brownian landscape
- A new accessible east-west route connecting into the
public park

6

6

1
4

- A new circular route around Wimbledon Park Lake
- Educational trails highlighting ecology and heritage
There is currently no public access to the private golf
course land unless you pay for a round of golf and we
are not aware that there has ever been public access in
the site’s history. After listening to extensive feedback,
we propose to open the southern parkland section
of this historic estate to the public. This new park will
create a new east-west connection between Church
Road and the public park; whilst the lake walk will
create a circular route, revealing key historic views. The
park will open on a similar basis to that of the public
park year-round, whilst during The Championships it will
serve as our southern arrival entrance. This parkland will
be managed and maintained by us.

6
1

1

7
2

Recreated historic pond
(controlling surface water
run-off, providing amenity
and biodiversity benefits)

3

Accessible circular lake route

1
7

2

6

Large open areas of acid
grassland habitat fringed
with native woodland

4

5

Veteran oaks and scattered
parkland specimen trees for
enhanced access to nature
A healthier lake for
watersports and angling

6 Ecological areas with reduced
access to minimise disturbance
for nature to thrive
7

Visualisation of the main path across the new public park,
with the lake in the background.

Sunken hedge boundary
feature ensuring open views
across the wider parkland

Our new park for London: 9.4ha (23 acres) of restored historic parkland, providing a new east-west connection from Church Road through to Wimbledon
Park, as well as a new circular lake walk. Accessible year round (outside of The Championships).
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TENNIS IN AN ENGLISH
PARKLAND
Wimbledon Park was once regarded as one of Brown’s
finest works. Whilst only fragments of his landscape
legacy survives currently, there is a unique opportunity
to recapture some of his design and vision through
introducing new planting and careful tree removals.
We want to restore the parkland character whilst
creating a world class setting for tennis. This means
placing the lawn tennis courts sensitively within the
trees on a sloping site, working carefully with the
contours to create as natural a result as possible. Paths
will be sinuous and kept to the minimum required
widths to reduce the impact on the landscape. Trees
will be planted as individuals, groups and scatters, in
Brown’s original style. The Margin and Bigden natural
brooks, currently buried below ground in culverts,
will be opened up and planted with marginal and
aquatic habitats. The restored parkland will reveal and
frame some of Brown's original long vistas across the
landscape, whilst new woodland edge planting will
help blend and soften boundaries along Church Road
and Home Park Road.

Looking south from the top of the site across the main central tennis zone, before the start of the tennis season
(no temporary nets or canvasses surrounding the grass tennis courts)

Looking north at the active parkland tennis courts during Qualifying

Watching tennis in the parkland
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TREES

Remnant of ancient woodland

Veteran trees

2500

Parkland trees

2000

1. Existing tree canopy with purple indicating a veteran tree
or a remnant of ancient woodland

1500

1000

500

4. Estimation of tree canopy twenty years after planting
0

2. Existing tree canopy with proposed tree removals in grey

3. Proposed tree canopy on completion in 2028 (young trees)

Existing trees B Grade trees to C Grade trees to U Grade trees to Trees retained
(total)
be removed
be removed
be removed
(all grades)

New trees
planted

Estimated trees
in 2030

Currently, there are just over 1,000 trees on the golf

removing only a small number of B grade trees.

course of many different species, ages and merit. Over

We will double the number of trees on the site, planting

the last two years, we have surveyed every tree and

around 1,500 British grown new trees of diverse species

also radar surveyed the roots of the oldest and highest

chosen for their ecological and heritage value and their

quality trees. The distribution of tennis courts has been

resilience in the face of pests, diseases and climate

planned to avoid the most significant high value trees

change. We have also begun a propagation programme,

C trees to be removed

and their root systems, which is why the tennis courts

collecting acorns from our most valuable veteran trees,

U trees to be removed

are dispersed over a large area: indeed, a closer more

with healthy one year-old saplings growing at nurseries

grid-like arrangement is not possible on this landholding

for us to plant on site as the next generation of oaks.

without the loss of veteran trees. To accommodate our

In years to come our proposed tree canopy will be far

proposals, we plan to remove no more than 300 of the

larger, stronger and healthier than it is today. We have

existing trees with the vast majority of them (over 90%)

a comprehensive arboricultural management strategy

being classified as low grade trees (grade C or U) with

to ensure we apply best practice in maintaining and

a short lifespan or already in decline. We are retaining

managing this highly valuable resource for future

all A grade and veteran trees (about 90 in total), and

generations.

Above chart indicates:
Existing trees
B trees to be removed

Retained trees,
totalling over 700
(including over 300
Veteran, A and B
grade trees)
New trees to be planted
Estimated total tree
population in 2030
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WIMBLEDON PARK LAKE
Island

Deeper lake
through desilting

Reedbeds

Lake route

Angling
pontoons

Restored
lake section

Southern
Player Hub
Lake key proposals diagram

1

More than 250 years ago, Brown dammed the two
natural brooks that ran from west to east across the
parkland, creating a large lake in the natural valley.
It is now an important reservoir, ecological asset
and recreational amenity. We will deliver a public,
fully accessible circular route on and around the
lake, creating enhanced access to nature for visitors,
protected areas of rich habitat for flora and fauna,
and reveal previously hidden historic views. Extensive
planting including reedbeds, waterlilies and pockets
of wet woodland will be created and strengthened,
creating a wide and diverse lake ecosystem.

The lake is owned and managed by the London
Borough of Merton. Over time the lake has silted
up and is now very shallow in places. We are in a
dialogue with Merton and the Environment Agency to
support desilting the lake, improving water depth and
quality and protecting the legacy of this important
historic feature for future generations. This will
also significantly improve water sports and angling
opportunities.

2

3

Circular lake route open
daily (outside of The
Championships) with
gates to Wimbledon
Park
We will provide 26 gated
fishing pontoons for the
Wimbledon Park Angling
Club, providing a diverse
range of pontoons in
open water (green) to
reed bed enclosures
(yellow)
Following on from
feedback received in the
first two consultations,
we have adjusted the
lake route to hug more
of the lake edge and
ensure as much as
possible of the lake is
open for sailing and
kayaking

2
1

Lake route and angling
pontoons

Deep,
open
water

3
Protected
areas for
wildlife

Less windy
areas of
water for
watersports

Lake uses diagram

Visualisation of lake with walkers and angler
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PLACES FOR NATURE

New and enhanced woodland
Retained mature trees
Veteran trees

There are four main habitats on Site that could be
greatly enhanced and deliver significant environmental
net gain. Our proposals seek to:
New, enhanced, connected and diverse habitats
providing significant overall gains in biodiversity;
Long term best-practice management to secure
the future of these ecological enhancements;
Improved site hydrology and reduction of local
flood risk through deculverting brooks, desilting
the lake, establishing swales and ponds to help
combat the effects of climate change, and to help
clean and slow water down;
Increased local resilience to climate change
through the planting of around 1,500 new trees,
whose canopies will help remove carbon dioxide
from the atmosphere and cool air;
Protected and undisturbed places for nature, to
give space for biodiversity in our busy city;
A significant increase in local access to high quality
natural parkland and habitats, providing a range
of positive benefits including increased health and
wellbeing and awareness of the importance of
nature through outdoor learning trails.

Our main ecological proposals are:
- Planting and management of a wide variety of
deciduous and coniferous British-grown trees;
- Veteran trees conserved and managed, with
deadwood preserved insitu to provide high
value habitat for fungi and invertebrates;

Trees with high bat roost
potential
Veteran trees with high bat
roost potential
Proposed trees
Retained and enhanced
fragment of ancient woodland

- Trees with active bat roosts retained and
protected, bat boxes and bat cave added;
- Creation of a large continuous area of acid
grassland (a Local Priority habitat);
- Desilting the lake in collaboration with London
Borough of Merton to restore water depth and
improve water quality;
- Creation of new lake edge marginal and
aquatic habitats, to provide for a range of bird
species, bats, European eels, amphibians and
invertebrates;
- Existing wet woodland habitat strengthened
along the lake edge;
- Restoration of the southern lake section
providing additional open water and marginal
habitat;
- Deculverting of two natural brooks and creation
of ponds, swales and wet ditches, providing
diverse habitat types for invertebrates, reptiles
and amphibians;
- Increasing deciduous woodland edge and
understorey planting;

Dedicated nature zones (restricted access)
Nature priority zone (AELTC owned & managed)

- Relaxing mowing regimes to attract
invertebrates, amphibians, reptiles, small
mammals and birds.

Desilted and re-profiled lake
Naturalised brooks
New section of lake/open water
New ponds
New acid grassland habitat
Reedbeds and marginal habitat
New native long grass habitat
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PARKLAND SHOW COURT
The proposed new parkland show court has been conceived
as an extension of the landscape, embedded within a ring
of mature oak trees, minimising the impact on its setting.
The tree-like structure will support the building while also
providing a frame across which climbing plants can flourish.

Spring view from inside the Grounds near Church Road
looking towards Wimbledon Park lake.
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PARKLAND SHOW COURT
10

The parkland show court has been specifically
suggested to be located in the park so that it sits
outside of the Members' Club and therefore is more
accessible for year-round activities. We consider these
could include acting as the main base for any smaller
tournaments, events, school visits, and the facilities
can also be opened up for wider community benefit.
It will be an uncomplicated building, informed directly
by the geometry of the seating bowl, providing 8,000
comfortable seats and more wheelchair positions
than our other stadiums can accommodate, all with
excellent sightlines.
Spaces providing guest facilities as well as a base for
Qualifying players will all positioned below the bowl so
as not to increase the building footprint. A generous
amount of open public concourse at ground level
brings the landscape into and through the building.
Servicing the building from the basement level means
no visible 'back' to the building is required, allowing an
open and active facade around its entire perimeter and
a less formal relationship to the landscape.

1

Public concourse providing access
to gangways

2

Public Food & Drink and WCs

9
3

Access to public upper concourse level

8
4

Access to hospitality, player restaurant
and wheelchair seating areas

5

Moulded landscape base

6

Lower level gangways access

7

Upper bowl with concourse, hospitality
and player restaurant beneath

8

7

4

Seating bowl providing 8000 seats

6
9

10

Wheelchair viewing areas with local
facilities

2

Retractable roof

3

4

1
5

The Parkland show court will be fully accessible
throughout, which our older stadiums cannot always
achieve, providing a world class experience for players
and visitors alike.

Centre Court

3

9

No.1 Court

parkland show court
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ANCILLARY BUILDINGS

Maintenance Hub
Maintenance Hub

Maintenance Hub

Northern
Player Hub

Maintenance Hub

Maintenance Hubs

Northern Player Hub

These small hubs will be part building and part fenced
compound. They will primarily provide storage space for
maintenance equipment whilst also housing essential
infrastructure such as irrigation pumps and electrical
distribution equipment. Each hub will also provide an
accessible WC for the use of guests.

This discreet single-storey facility will provide rest space
and facilities for the players using the practice courts in the
northern parts of the parkland.

Central Grounds Maintenance Hub

Southern Player Hub

This centralised facility for grounds equipment and staff
will be buried below a steep section of parkland with the
landscape continuing over its roof.

This player hub will be positioned on the restored southern
lake tip where a boathouse was identified in the original
Capability Brown design. It will house a player rest area and
facilities.

Maintenance Hub

Maintenance Hub

Southern
Player Hub

Maintenance Hub
Sunken Central
Grounds
Maintenance Hub
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KEY VIEWS
These views explore the visual impact of the
proposed parkland show court from various points
inside and outside of the site. The plan below
indicates where each view is taken.

1. View from Home Park Road

2. View from northern parkland

3. View from lake edge in public park

4. View from Church Road

2

4

3

1

Key Plan
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KEY VIEWS (CONTINUED)
These views explore the visual impact of the
proposed parkland show court from various points
inside and outside of the site. The plan below
indicates where each view is taken.

5. View from central parkland

6. View from lake edge at the corner of the public park

7. View from northern parkland

8. View from Victoria Drive of St. Mary's Church

8

7

6

5

Key Plan
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OUR PROCESS
We are at the end of our pre-planning consultation process.
We will be submitting a planning application for The AELTC
Wimbledon Park Project in July 2021.
After submission of the application, all the application material
will be available on the Council’s website for review. Anyone will
have the ability to issue comments on the application to the
Council during the application statutory consultation period and
while the application is being considered by the Council. We
will also publish a link to the content of our submission on our
website.
Subject to approvals, construction works can start in January
2022 on the north part of the site. Construction on the south
part of the site will commence in January 2023 at the earliest.
Construction works will take several years. We estimate the
Qualifying tournament can be held on site for the first time in
2028. The new show court is estimated to complete in 2030.
We want to continue a dialogue with the public throughout
this project. Part of this may be in the form of topic-specific
Q&A sessions and we will be publishing regular updates on the
progress of the AELTC Wimbledon Park Project on our website.
Thank you for your interest and, we hope, support for this
important project.

March -June 2021
Consultations

2021

Earliest construction start
on the north part of the
golf course

Remodelling of the ground;
new and additional tree planting and tree transplanting;
new drainage and de-culverting of old streams;
possible desilting of the lake

2022

PLANNING APPLICATION PROCESS

July 2021 Planning Application
Submission

2024

Qualifying venue
complete;
courts maturing

AELTC Wimbledon
Park estimated to
open to the public

New show court
complete

2026

2028

2030

CONSTRUCTION
Earliest construction start on the
south part of the golf course

Allies and Morrison

COMPLETIONS
Lakeside walk
estimated to open to
the public

Tennis courts, park paths and
maintenance facilities constructed

Planning

2028 Qualifying
held on site

